NOTES:
1. MATERIAL:
   HOUSING: LCP, COLOR: BLACK;
   CAP: LCP, COLOR: BLACK;
   SHELL: BRASS, ALLOY.
   TERMINAL: BRASS, ALLOY.
2. PLATING:
   TERMINAL:
   CONTACT AREA: SEE TABLE;
   SOLDER AREA: GOLD FLASH;
   UNDER PLATE: 1.27 MICROMETER MIN. NICKEL PLATING OVERALL.
   SHELL: 1.27 MICROMETER MIN. SOLDERABLE NICKEL PLATING OVERALL.
3. COMPLANARITY OF SOLDER TAIL 0.10MM MAX.
4. DATE CODE: YY=YEAR, MM=MONTH, DD=DATE;
5. PRODUCT SPEC. REFER TO 2086580001 (PS);
6. PACKAGE SPEC. REFER TO 476595100;
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- CONTACT AREA PLATING
- TERMINAL PLATING
- SOLDER AREA PLATING
- UNDER PLATE PLATING

RECOMMENDED PCB LAYOUT
CONNECTOR SIDE
THICKNESS = 1.60MM
GENERAL TOLERANCE +/- 0.05